Leverage our Appian Experience
Get the most from your Appian Platform

8 Years
Partnership with Appian

96 Appian Projects
Successfully designed and delivered

53 Appian Certifications
Analyst Designer and Lead

100% Referenceability
with all our Appian Clients

Our deep expertise in Appian, our innovative solutions on the AppMarket and top notch A-Score sets us apart.

AdoptNOW
Appian Implementation in just 6 weeks

We are among the first Appian partners to successfully deliver AdoptNow with Appian PS

A-Score Distribution

21% Platinum
42% Silver
37% Gold

Our Appian Certified Solutions on AppMarket

Advanced Rules Management

Private Wealth Management

World Class RIM
Coming Soon

Project Demand Management

Financial Functions

QuickStart
Coming Soon

www.princetonblue.com
Advanced Rules Management (ARM)
Making Rules Business Friendly

What is ARM?
Designed especially for Appian customers, ARM provides a business friendly user experience to create and maintain decision table rules. ARM is a simple Appian bolt-on that offers business users the ability to define, test, modify and analyze decision table rules through a simple, intuitive and mobile enabled User Interface built using latest features of Appian.

Decision Table Rules
A decision table rule accepts a number of input parameters, applies certain logical conditions to those parameters and produces a result.

These Rules are often embedded into code written by developers, restricting business users the ability to make changes on-the-fly.

Leverage ARM to build Business Friendly rules for your Appian and non-Appian applications.

- Mobile Enabled Experience
- Business Friendly
- On-the-fly Agility
- Detailed Rules Log
- Granular Permissions
- Audit Trail
- Analysis Reports
- API Gateway
What is QuickStart?

QuickStart is the quickest way to define a new business process and execute it on the Appian platform without any intervention from IT.

Add/Edit Tasks, specify performers, SLAs, notifications, Approvals, Task sequence, Dependencies and much more. Leverage flexibility to add ad-hoc tasks even after an instance is created.

Monitor your processes with in-depth reporting and analysis.

---

Designed for Business Users with a simple, clutter-free and 100% mobile-enabled User Interface.

Key Highlights

- Process Design
- Ad-hoc Tasks
- Analysis and Reports
- Process Execution
- Task Approval
- Business Friendly

QuickStart for Appian empowers Business Users to build and execute agile business processes on their own.
About World Class RIM
Leveraging our experience in Regulatory Information Management across a variety of use cases with Pharmaceutical clients, Princeton Blue is leading the charge to deliver a full set of RIM components that can be easily customized to provide a tailored solution, with a flexible framework architecture. Leverage the power of BPM and Rules to make your RIM processes world class.

Pharmaceutical clients can now successfully:
- Manage Products Across All Countries
- Obtain and Maintain Approvals
- Manage Required Documentation
- Track and Collaborate on Key Milestones
- Record and Provide Evidence for Audits
- Gain visibility with records and drillable reports

World Class RIM empowers business users to make change to business rules on the fly, giving agility to business processes.

RIM Roadmap

Wave 1
- Data Governance
- Submission Planning and Tracking
- Label Management
- Country Filing Requirements

Wave 2
- Dossier Management
- Product Registration Management
- Health Authority Commitments
- Health Authority Communications
- Manufacturing Supply

Wave 3
- Submission EDMS
- Promotional Material
- Publishing
- Submission Archive
- Information Exchange Standards

Make your RIM processes reliable, scalable, flexible and low-maintenance with Princeton Blue’s World Class RIM Solution

www.princetonblue.com